POSSIBLE PATCH LOCATIONS

1. Overdepth Patch
   Pay limits for T/2
   2" min.

POSSIBLE PATCH LOCATIONS

102-10

Possible Contract Items:
Partial Depth PCC Finish Patches
Partial Depth PCC Joint and Crack Repair Patches
Overdepth Patches

Possible Tabulation:
102-10

PARTIAL DEPTH PATCH

OVERDEPTH PATCH

TYPICAL SECTION

SECTION A-A

12" min.

Part of Patch

Possible Joint or Crack

Possible Joint or Crack

Pay limits for Partial Depth Patch

Pay limits for Overdepth Patch

10" bar with 6" embedment

13" bar with 6" embedment

10" bar with 6" embedment

T = pavement thickness

Possible Joint or Crack

Possible Joint or Crack

1. One per panel.
2. If joint or crack is within patch area, construct bottom edge of patch at least 3 inches beyond crack or joint.